EUEC Excursion
March 5, 2012
11:30-1:00 p.m.

Katherine Mitchell
Visual Arts
Places of Memory & Dream

MOCA is located about a block north of Piedmont Hospital. Attendees may carpool to MOCA from The Luce Center or simply meet at MOCA. Carpool departs at 10:30AM. Parking details to follow.

Mitchell is a retired Senior Lecturer in Drawing and Painting at Emory and an artist recognized in the US and abroad. During the Excursion, Mitchell will lead a tour of her award-winning exhibition, showcasing works in which she explores how houses we have lived in early in our lives affect our dreams and thus, our later creativity and art.

For more about the exhibit, visit: www.mocaga.org/WAP-KatherineMitchell.asp